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The Great Gatsby. One of Elon’s dogs had just been recently revealed
to the entire CT (Crypto Twitter) and people were now looking for the
next Doge, Shiba and Floki! So from a group of small experienced
devs, they decided “Hey why not make a real Gatsby Inu token?” and
that’s how the token came to life. It’s quite funny but there are a lot
of meme coins created from a meme tweet just like ours that have
carved their presence in the crypto community and you shouldn’t be
surprised if Gatsby Inu makes its way among one of the top dog
meme coins in crypto. 

What Is Gatsby Inu



Now why in the world would I buy a token that was created from a
simple Elon tweet? Well for those who don’t know, the reason why
DOGE, Shiba, Floki and many more are where they are today, is all
because of simple Elon tweets that eventually made their way to
mainstream media. Elon announced he was thinking about accepting
DOGE coin as a form of payment for his company “TESLA” and this
caused a massive spike in the price of DOGE this year alone! DOGE has
gone from $0.00023 per coin in 2013 to an all time high of $0.731578 PER
COIN! That’s a whopping hundreds of thousands in percentage increase
in price! In terms made a lot of millionaires to those who diamond held
their tokens! 

Why Invest? 



STRONG COMMUNITY

We aim to build a strong foundation with
our community where everyone is
involved with the development of Gatsby. 

COMMITMENT

The core team is commited to offering our
time, effort, and skills to give the best we
can for the project and community. 

CONSISTENCY

We aim to be consistent in delivering the
requests of the community and our
promises to the best of our abilities. 

QUALITY

We will choose services with quality to
help in assisting the token growth with
known companies and respected
influencers and creators. 

Our Values
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The marketing fund will
be used to pay for
necessities needed to gain
exposure about our token
project along with funding
ways to give back to our
community through
giveaway events.

Marketing: 4% Buy Back: 2% 
Its inevitable for people to
take profits or become
impatient and cause a
massive dump in the chart
which is why we took
measures to set aside funds
to buy back and protect our
chart and investors.

NFTs: 3% 
To pay for our upcoming
NFT launch, we will also
be setting aside 3% for
testing and hiring devs 
 and artists to ensure
that The Gatsby NFT
launch runs smoothly
before public mint.

Gatsby Inu Tokenomics
These are the current tokenomics we have in
place to ensure the success of the token. 



PHASE 1
Telegram Group Creation
Twitter Page Creation
Launch Gatsby Token 
Website Reveal
Telegram Call Groups 
Logo Redesign
Token Burn At 5M
 

Gatsby SpaceMap 
Our Journey To Multiple Planets

PHASE 2 
CoinMarketCap Listing 
Coin Gecko Listing 
Whitepaper V1 Release
Dextools Trending
CMC Trending
Buy Backs
Twitter Promotions
Project Audit
Token Design Rebranding
Token Burn At 10M 
 

 

PHASE 3 
Seek Token Partnerships
Liquidity Lock Extension
First ERC Meme Comic Vol 1 
1st NFT Comic Launch
Exclusive NFT Crowns 
Utility Announcement
Team Expansion
Website Renovation
Whitepaper V2
Token Burn At 25M

 
 



Future Insight & Utility 

NFT COMICS 
Gatsby will be the first ERC token to
airdrop each part of its upcoming comic
in forms  of NFTs and it will be up to you
to piece together your own comic nft
collection as you see fit to your sense of
humor with "Gatsbie & Cie". 

PARTNERSHIPS
We will constantly seek out potential
partnerships with tokens that also have a
clear plan about their future and have a
strong community to merge together in able
to create the ultimate collabs in creating
something unique and special for defi.

TEAM EXPANSIONUTILITIES

As of right now we have massive ideas
that we want to develop in the future but
we do want to take things one step at a
time and deliver the roadmap according to
order this way we can stay organized and
keep up without having to put out rushed
products for the community because we
want to streer our focus on quality rather
than quantity. 

As The token grows bigger and eventually
we are able to establish a small
ecosystem, we would like to expand our
team to add value to the quality output of
our token. This is for the benefit of the
project and community because having
multiple talented and genius people on
board will push us to greater heights. 



Our Community
Gatsby Inu is all about giving to the world and the community that
evolves around it. Ever since our launch, the community that has formed
around the token has been amazing and contributed to the growth of
the token in many different and helpful ways. We recognise the effort
and have made an effort ourselves to offer rewards through community
giveaways, competitions and participation contests.

The GatsbyInu team is working hard behind the scenes and is on track
to making a project that will be beloved by everyone as let's be honest,
it is based on Elon Musk's best and cutest doggo, The Greatest Gatsby.
Thank youour dear community members. 



Find Us Online

TWITTER twitter.com/gatsby_inu

TELEGRAM t.me/gatsbyinueth

WEBSITE www.gatsbyinuerc.com


